VARIA

1. On abstracts in -iā from localivals

Liam Breatnach has perceptively adduced\(^1\) a set of formations, clearly early,\(^2\) which he terms 'abstracts derived directly from prepositions'. It seems to me that these derivatives are even more regular and cohesive than he implies. In every case the basis of the derivation is a localival particle, and they occur in well-matched polar pairs. It has the appearance of being a productive regular process of early date.

We do best to start with inne "the interior". Breatnach, in a footnote, is diffident on the old and sure spelling -nn-; it is, in fact, the 'lectio difficilior', and must be accepted and respected. The definite note, is different on the old and sure spelling -nn-.

In every case the basis of the derivation is a localival particle, and they occur in well-matched polar pairs. It has the appearance of being a productive regular process of early date.

We then derive this localival as an adjective *end-i-na- 'interior'; cf. Latin intes-t-i-nus, sup-i-nus. Or else *endi-no-; cf. Latin infer-nus, exter-nus, super-nus, prō-nus. From that adjective (whichever one) an abstract was derived, *endōn-īā > *indēnīājā > *indēnējā > *iāνējā > *iāνējā > *iāνējā > *iāνējā > *iāνējā.

Following this vein, we may start from *eksr > a(s), Latin ex. Apart from aehl, Lat. ez-ti-nus, echlar, Lat. ez-tr-ā, we find the Latin derived adjective exerius; on this basis we may confidently reconstruct the adjective *eks-lepr-. Now we form the abstract *ekster-iā > *eksr(e)lerjā > *ekstrjā > *ekstrjā > *exstrjā > *exstrjā > *exstrjā > *exstrjā = echlar(e).

Originally related to *endi and inne, the background of aitēre in relation to eter may now be clear. Just as in Latin we suppose an *enteros (= ętęs) homonym underlay interior and insimus, we form to *enter(i)- an adjective *enter-o-. This in turn gave the abstract *enter-iā > *enteriājā > *edārjā > *edārijā > *edārjā > *edārjā. Then, under the influence of eter, instead of *edārjē we end up with adōrē = aitēre. For a certain time *ekster-iā and *enter-iā had the surface appearance of being a popular pair, although the IE derivational status of *enter was already differentiated.

We turn finally to ari 'before-ness' and iar(s)mri 'after-ness'. To the preposition/particle aīr\(^3\) there could have been an adjective *ar(i)-o-; cf. Skt purā. An abstract would then become *aśri(i)-ā. The IE cognates of this base are varied and perplexing. To iar\(^3\) sg. iarum we may readily see an adjective *ērom-o- < *epi-omo-; cf. Albanian i eprim

\(^1\) Celt 13 (1983) 18–19.
\(^2\) And so too on aii(r)w on iar(a)i, with its formulaic parallel, nearly metrical, repetition.
'upper' < *āpirama- < *ōpi-ro-mo-. The abstract to this would be *epirohm-iā > *ēromiājā > *ērumijā > *ērumējā > *ērēmē > (analogical) *ērēmē > *ērmē.

2. The Lepontic Vergiate epitaph

The text is now clear:


This could be ± 'Dēvē placed the tomb for Belgos (and) he set up the stone', on the lines of argument set forth by Lejeune.⁴ That is to say, in terms of the language of Todi⁵

ATEKNATI . TRUTIKNI . KARNITV . { LOKAN . ARTVĀŚ } KOSIS . TRUTIKNOS

=Ategnēī Drutikēī karnitū { logān
ardyās } Koisis Drutiknos /

= [Ategnēī Drutikēī karnitū Coisis Drutī] frater eius minimus locāuit et statuit (qui)
~ [ACCUSATIVE] instead of ṣhrum to match ARTVĀŚ (these readings being my conflation).

Lejeune's excellent explication⁶ of the double predicate locāuit et statuit as translating the original unitary lexeme karni- with the contrasting complements logā- and ardyā- is supported by the equation in semantic concord of PRVIAM — KARI ≠ PALAM — KALI. In fact, it seems that the Todi translation was resourceful, but slavishly literal: The translator appears to have selected Latin locā- as the interlingual mapping of Gaulish logā-. It is as if [logā-] has been spread over karni- in the shape [lokā-].

There is another hint of translation. Lejeune has noted perceptively (note 78) that what is transmitted to us as -qui on statuitqui [ST]ATVITQUI is surely -que with the E incomplete by oversight, and that the stonemason has hesitated between X et Y and X Yque. Now if the translator (or stonemason) had Latin as his native language, or dominant code if he was truly bilingual, once he had formed a sequence with et he would scarcely be likely to add -que in the slow process of written composition (as opposed to the slurred and mis-phased speech of haste). However, a speaker with native habits like those with Lepontic -pe' could easily add a final -que by slipping into the native or dominant pattern. This should tell us something about the syntax of conjoining in Todi Gaulish. It should be noticed that both Todi Gaulish 'locāuit statuitque' and Lepontic LATVMARVI SAPSVTAI-PE conjoin not just like constituents but lexemes of identical function with semantics that differ only by systematically paired features. That is, the Todi conjoined

predicates are both identically inflected verbs of placing an object; they
differ by the features of lying and standing (upright) positions. The
Lepontic pair comprises dative personal recipients; they differ mainly
by gender.

Let us now return to our Lepontic epitaph for which Lejeune has
adduced the Todi equivalence. The content and constituent form of
both are fundamentally the same; the inflectional case differences and
those of the lexical content of phrases do not affect our problem here.
The equation then may be drawn:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ATEKNATI} & \quad \text{TRVTIKNI} \\
\text{LOKAN} & \quad \text{KOISIS} \\
\text{KARNITV} & \quad \text{TRVTIKNOS}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
= \quad \text{PELKVI}^8 \\
\text{PRVIAM} \\
\text{TEV}^9 \\
\text{KARITE}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{K.T.} & \quad \text{KARNITV} \\
\text{ARTVAŞ}^{10} & \quad (\text{A.T.})
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{IŠOS}^{11} & \quad \text{KALITE} \\
\text{PALAM}
\end{align*}
\]

It is immediately clear that the formula here is

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{PN-Beneficiary} & \quad \text{grave} \\
\text{Agent} & \quad \text{PN-Agent} \\
\text{put-up} & \quad \text{stone} \\
\text{(Beneficiary)}
\end{align*}
\]

We must therefore seek appropriate verb lexemes for 'put (a grave)' and
'put-up' so as to resolve the graphic ambiguity of these Lepontic verbs.

For 'put-up' Lejeune has already made a very plausible and principled
suggestion; the only merit I claim for the present discussion of this point
is that it places our word KALITE in a total context throwing its features
into highlight, and then makes the rest of the argument much clearer

\[8\]Lejeune has amply emphasised the ambiguity of this name. If the name was in
fact good Celtic, a perfectly appropriate interpretation would be the dative Belgī,
for which we have adequate formation rules; see E. P. Hamp *Studia Celtica*

\[9\]While Ðēgī < *Denī* — *deon*— is a perfectly well formed grammatical word
one wonders just what 'godly one' [?] meant when adopted as a name.

\[10\]Medi has departed (in his paper at the Congress of Celtic Studies in Paris, 9 July
1991) from the traditional interpretation followed by Lejeune, and, following a gloss
by Cormac, takes this word as meaning 'stone(s)'. This is a very attractive proposal,
but the force of *statuit* is still not negated by this reading. Indeed, a cairn of stones
would still have been 'erected' or 'raised'.

\[11\]I agree with Lejeune that this should be a pronoun and not another name. It
seems clear to me from the parallel structure to Todi that the reference of IŠOS
should be identical with that of TEV. But Lejeune's *îstos* seems to me too Latinizing. It
will be seen too that I cannot accept J. F. Eska's views, *ZCP* 44 (1991) 70-73, nor the
relation to Gaulish and Celtiberian there suggested; I also differ (Études Celtiques 27
(1990), *Varia* xl) on Greek *aáre* (*ZCP* 44 (1991) 72). What we need here is a simple
anaphora, perhaps with a discourse or clausal connective — a kind of 'and'. The
anaphora could well be enclitic. A form *-os-a* (nominative) would be appropriate,
from the well known IE deictic *-os/a-ò-di*; cf. Gaulish *saon*. 
by the same principles. Surely Lejeune’s morphological analysis of these verb forms is correct as (adjusting symbols somewhat) *Krje/-a, *Krje/-o, on the pattern of Greek ἐκλαύω, ἐκλάω, etc. I therefore concur with Lejeune in attributing KALITE as kalite to *kel- *'r(a)ise', but I do not agree in including Greek among known cognates. It will be seen from my discussion, that I find the standard references deficient on this IE root. In fact, this Lepontic evidence becomes highly important in adding Celtic to the dialectal attestation. We now find *kel(H)*- attested in Baltic, Germanic (OE hyl, holm, ON halir, holmr, Goth. halsus), Latin (collus, culmen, celsus), and Lepontic — an excellent Western IE distribution.

I do not, however, think that Lejeune has met with similar success for KARITE, which he attributes to *gher- (> Lat. hortus, Ir. -gor). The semantics are not similarly appropriate; what is needed is a verb of putting or placing. The most neutral verbal base in Indo-European for this notion was *dhep-, and I have shown elsewhere that the suppletive and asymmetric paradigm of IE aoristic *dhep- was continued in Old Irish by cor, verbal noun to fo-aind, the non-compound suppletive to -cuitethar, -ld. Thus the Old Irish non-subjective and non-preterite/perfect had transferred its base to *ker- (: Welsh a-gor, Breton di-gor ‘open’). I therefore propose that Lepontic KARITE be written karite and be attributed as *kr to *ker-, which we find in Insular Celtic.

We gain a further point of interpretation from this finding: If the successor to *dhep- ‘put’ is kari-, then the analysis of Prestino TETU becomes clear. This must be ‘dedit’ and not ‘posuit’ and to conventional *d- we will attribute a pre-form *de-de-*u. The choice of our reading and ancestor form is not, then, arbitrary.

From the verbs we may now pass to IŠOS. I have already (note 11) stated my agreement with Lejeune that the structure of this inscription, in discourse and pragmatic terms, requires the inclusion of a pronoun in this expression; I furthermore see an anaphora as the appropriate syntactic element, and, based on our experience with the history of other languages, a form that earlier had a deictic value would be eminently acceptable. I thus propose so-s as a cognate of Celtiberian sos.

---

12 Lepontica, 90 = Études Celtiques 12 (1970) 446.
15 Lepontica, 90 = Études Celtiques 12 (1970) 446.
16 To appear in Velesa (Vitoria).
17 The IE idioms for ‘open’ and ‘close’ (OIr. iad-) were formed with *hep- and *rop- respectively together with *dhep-.
20 J. F. Esaay, Historische Sprachforschung 103 (1990) 85-8, should be corrected accordingly in his reconstructed bases.
21 On the latter see Études Celtiques 27 (1990), Varia x.
We now require an element to precede (an enclitic) sos to account not only for the I but also for the strengthened Š. I propose to see here *it, cognate with early Welsh yt\(^1\), Latin ita, Skt. iti, which we know to have been an IE clause-initial particle.\(^2\) In fact, in position before s *it could have derived from both *it\(H\) and *idhe > *id’ (> Welsh yd). Thus the structure of

\[\begin{align*}
*it & - sos \quad \text{kalite} \\
\text{'and - he raised'}
\end{align*}\]

corresponds exactly to Welsh

\[\begin{align*}
y & - m \quad \text{gelwir 'I am called'} \\
\emptyset & - \text{me one-calls'} \\
y & - th \quad \text{elwir 'thou art called'} \\
\emptyset & - \text{thee one-calls'} \\
y & - h- \quad \text{edewynt 'they left them'} \\
\emptyset & - \text{them left-they'}
\end{align*}\]

In the last example y h- would correspond to Lepontic *IT- . . Š (cf. SITEŠ < *sēd-ns. Again we see an infixed object as a relic of the old enclitic with introductory particle:

\[\begin{align*}
yd & \quad \text{ym} \\
gwelnty
\end{align*}\]

\[\begin{align*}
yd & \quad \text{ym} \\
gwelnty
\end{align*}\]

\[\begin{align*}
\text{yt} & - (s)\text{mu} \\
\ast \text{yelint(1)}\text{23}
\end{align*}\]

\[\begin{align*}
\text{Hitt. nu} & - \text{mu-za} \ldots \text{pa-} \quad \text{ra-a} \\
\text{and - me . . .} \quad \text{(he)} \quad \text{used to send}'
\end{align*}\]

\[\begin{align*}
\text{: OBret.} & \quad \text{no} \quad \text{-ino} \text{24} \\
\text{lenuen} & \\
\ast (p)\text{ró-} \quad \text{linese} \text{nt ( )}
\end{align*}\]

But in Celtic when no object was present as an enclitic a subject concord occupied this position:

\[\begin{align*}
\text{neu cheint} & \quad < n V u - s \quad \text{kantū 'I have sung'} \\
\text{dybu} & \quad < i o - s \quad \text{bōu 'came'}
\end{align*}\]

We see the trace of this in such a relic form as cheint, showing spirantisation. This element, or the neuter *-d, must be the main source of the non-lenition displayed by Welsh yd.\(^3\) Lepontic *it-sos is, then,

\[^{22}\text{See } \text{ZCP } 37 \text{ (1979) } 167-8, \text{ and references therein.}\]

\[^{23}\text{See my remarks on this in } \text{Bulletin of the Board of Celtic Studies } \text{(BBCS) } 30 \text{ (1982) } 30-40.\]

\[^{24}\text{It is difficult to reconstruct Welsh yne (eth -d).}\]

\[^{26}\text{On which see D. Simon Evans, } \text{A grammar of Middle Welsh} \text{ (Dublin 1964) } 171 \text{ § 190.}\]
the precise equivalent of Welsh *y (kyodes y marchawc) 'the knight too arose',\(^{26}\) *(yn) y (dywaull) 'then he said',\(^{27}\) *(y ford) y (gelyn) 'the way they saw',\(^{28}\) *(b)u 'when she was'.\(^{29}\)

We are now in a position to consider the syntax of this inscription. The text may be divided into two predications:

\[ Belg\i P RV I AM \quad D\acute{e}y\u karite \]

and

\[ i\dot{\acute{o}}s (< *i-l-sos) \quad ka\dot{\acute{i}}l\acute{\-}e \quad PALAM \]

The first is a canonical older IE sentence, with verb in final position and with the person of the burial — the central topic — fronted for topicalization: ‘For B. the grave D. placed’.\(^{30}\) Presumably when an element is fronted and consequently fills the initial position, the verb as a major constituent remains in final.

The second predication continues the discourse, and therefore we have a sentence connective *\(i\-IH\) or *\(i\-dh(e)\), both of which yield *\(d\). The anaphora *\(so\-s\) is therefore appropriately attached as an enclitic to this. It is then possible to place the verb at the end or to front it. If the latter is chosen the verb must be placed after the introductory complex with the sentence connective; this is the principal origin of the Celtic deuterotonic complex with infixes.

In these two sentences we see in Lepontic a mid-way development between Indo-European and Insular Celtic, or perhaps a pure specimen of Indo-European (as observed, for example, in Hittite and Anatolian, and less clearly in Indic) apt for selection by Insular Celtic.

---

\(^{26}\) J. Gwenogvryn Evans, *The White Book Mabinogion* (Pwllheli 1907) 398.15.

\(^{27}\) G. Melville Richards, *Breudwyd Ronabwy* (Caerdydd 1948) 12.21.

\(^{28}\) J. Williams (ed.), *Pedwar Keinc y Mabinog* (Caerdydd 1930) 51.25.

\(^{29}\) [bid.], 10.8. I assume that *\(\i\)de > *\(i\)-d\(h\)\(k\) = *\(i\)-d\(-\#\) C > *\(i\)-d\(-\#\) C > (d)\# C. Hence non-mutation with [+ voice] when the then final *\(d\) was absorbed.

\(^{30}\) On the \(t\)-preterite of Gaulish and Lepontic see most recently J. F. Eksa, *Historische Sprachforschung* 103 (1990) 81-91. K. H. Schmidt is certainly correct in his derivation of these forms from the IE imperfect; this penetrating perception is perhaps the best of Schmidt’s many imaginative contributions. It is the only principled way to explain these presentential derivative stems, and the employment of Watkins’s (properly Benveniste’s and Kuryłowicz’s) extrapolation from the unmarked 3 sg. is reconstruction at its best. I further believe that the 3 pl. -VS must be not a noun but an adjectival plural as if it were for the speakers a predicate participle. The most likely value to assign it would be -\(\dot{\acute{u}}\), as though a nominative pl. < thematic \(*\-\dot{\acute{u}}\); -\(\dot{\acute{u}}\) could be taken as an active participle to an intransitive verb. The singular -\(\dot{\acute{a}}\) would then be parsed as a nominative of an individualizing -\(\acute{a}\) stem (= Lat. *\(\dot{u}o\)).
Nasal bases and nasal presents in Celtic

T. Burrow has suggested resourcefully\(^\text{32}\) that this word for 'mucus' goes back to an etymology in *s*; he adduces the later Pkt. *simghai* simghai, Hi. *sůghná*, assuming a voicing of *kh* to *gh* after nasal as a north-western dialect feature. He then attributes the Indic *srīnḥ- to *srṃnk* (\(\text{h}\))- comparing Gk. *πηγώ*\(^\text{3}\) *πηγώ*. 

On the basis of the Celtic and Armenian, as well as the Greek, evidence, I have offered a revised reconstruction of the etymology to account for a greater range of forms in closer accord with the known rules of IE phonology and word-formation.\(^\text{33}\) The root I have proposed is *srēgh-*, with nasal-infix formations also occurring, to give *srēgh-.*

I therefore suggest that instead of following Burrow's excellent reasoning in the direction he sets forth, we take the Sanskrit forms as a result of back-formation from the Middle Indo-Aryan, of which we have a good attestation. The Pkt. *si//umghai* would then continue directly Indic *srīgḥ-* --- *srēgh-;* and once again we see how valuable Middle Indic forms can be for our exact understanding of Indo-European.

This finding leads me to reinspect my reconstruction of the root. I had considered the root to be *srēgh-* principally on the evidence of the Celtic, which I reconstruct as Breton *fri*, Cornish *frig* 'nose' < *srēg* (\(\text{h}\)), Corn. *frig* 'nostril' < *srēgg-,* Welsh *ffron* Okt. *srōn* 'nose' < *srōg* (\(\text{h}\))-nā. Then the remaining forms I presumed to result from n-infixation: Gk. *πηγώ* < *srē-\(\text{n}\)-*gō-,* Mid. Ir. *srēnnim* 'snore' < *srēn-gā-n-,* Armenian *srmng-k* < *srēngh-aw*-, Welsh *ffriu* 'face, nose, forehead, head' < *srēng* (\(\text{h}\))-w-. It is, however, true that if the nasal originated in a present infix (even if subsequently generalized throughout the paradigm) we might expect a Greek extension in -\(\text{gō}-\), which is regular for old nasal-infixed presents, and the Armenian might be expected to show an extension but lack the internal nasal entirely, as it regularly does in such verbs;\(^\text{34}\) besides, the verb is lacking in Armenian. Such an

---

\(^{31}\) The following item, the content of which is of obvious Celtic interest, was first published in 1976 as a contribution to *Philologica Orientalis* 4 (in memoriam George V. Tsereteli). Since in that setting it may have escaped the notice of Celtsists, it is reprinted here at the request of the editors of *Celtica*. In this reprinting I update and complete the cross-references to the literature and add a few references of later date. Otherwise the content remains unchanged. I take this opportunity to renew my tribute to G. V. T., a great scholar and an unforgettable human being of truly marvellous warmth and generosity even exceeding, if possible, that of my valued Georgian friends then living in circumstances which we must never allow to be repeated.


\(^{34}\) See my article in *Zeitschrift für vergleichende Sprachforschung* 89 (1975) 100–109 on nasal presents in Armenian.
assumption of a nasal present also makes it somewhat harder to envisage the misinterpretation of the Greek perfect as if it were an aspirate perfect, an assumption which I require in order to explain the genesis of the alternate form $\psi\gamma\tau\omega$ with $-b$.

The Indic evidence now gives us additional and highly valuable testimony (in a nominal formation!) for the presence of the internal nasal; indeed it now looks much more likely that the root originally had an inherent nasal. This view, moreover, is not reached merely on the accretion of yet one more item to the list of forms and dialects showing the nasal, as if such issues were settled by simple parliamentary vote of attestation. Rather, the assumption of an inherent nasal makes the Greek, Armenian, Indic, and Welsh (ffriu) formations, more readily and directly explicable; otherwise each of these would require special and separate motivation.

A consideration of Mid. Ir. srennim in the light of this finding helps to elucidate one of the more difficult types of verb-formation which Irish attests for us. Thurneysen simply lumps together under present class B I (Strachan’s class A I) certain verbs in -nn-, noting that fact but offering no explanation beyond a few IE comparisons: ad-gëinn ‘persecutes’, as-gëinn ‘disculit’, fo-gëinn ‘learns’, do-seinn ‘pursues’, Archaic Ir. ro-gëinn ‘finds room in’. The most recent careful discussion of verbs in this configuration is that of the late Marie-Louise Sjoestedt. I find her general conclusions on this set of verbs unsatisfactory because she assumes as roots for nasal infixation shapes which rely on unmotivated extension of simpler IE roots by extra consonants; thus for ‘gëinn ‘swallow’, brenn- ‘bubble forth’, and srenn- Sjoestedt (23) posits freshly extended roots *gëd-, *bëd-, *sred-, which are not supported by attested formations elsewhere and which only give rise to additional needs for explanation.

It seems to me that three classes of explanation are required for this configuration of verb stem in Irish, none requiring more assumptions than we already need for Indo-European and for Irish.

(1) The correct solution for for·diuclann- ‘swallow, gulp’, i.e. for·di-od-gënn- or for·di-us-gënn-, was given long ago by Marstrander, who, however, analysed the underlying form incorrectly as ‘di·fo. He posited a nasal present of the root seen in get- · geít ‘devours’, whereby

---

35 A grammar of Old Irish (Dublin 1946) 353.
36 L’aspect verbal et les formations à affixe nasal en celtique (Paris 1926) 14 and passim.
37 See now my argument against Wurzelerweiterungen, Indogermanische Forschungen 90 (1985) 66–9, esp. 66–7.
'glen in composition would quite regularly give 'glenn by MacNeill's law.\footnote{For a phonetic explanation of the latter see my article on the subject, *Ériu* 25 (1974) 174–83.}

Marstrander attributes to *bren*- a pre-form *brend-*, but that actually suffers from the same deficiency of unmotivated extension that Sjoestedt's *bre-d-* does. The root here is clearly *beru-*, as seen in Lat. *feruō*, Ir. *beraim*, Welsh *beru* berui, Breton *beru bervi* 'boil'. Sjoestedt has moreover appositely compared (23) Goth. *brinnan* with *-nu*. Surely we must then somehow start off from *b(h)ren-* or *neu-, which may well in turn be refashioned from *b(h)n-* just as we have Or. *sernaim* instead of the vocalism expected, which we actually do find in Welsh *sernu* 'strew'.

It seems that the main motivation for positing a dental extension to this root in the past has been the desire to account for the verbal noun *bëisiu*; it is quite true that neither *bu* nor *bren-* will accomplish this. However, when we recall that another notable original present in *-nu*, ro-*clainelhar* 'hears', Skt. *sru-, took an -s- suffix (and particularly in the verbal noun), we may well be justified in deriving *bëisiu* from *bren-s-tiō* or the like at a relatively late date. With the above arguments in mind I would then trace *do-seprinn* from *to-ess-brin* by MacNeill’s law, and this in turn from *(to + eks)-b(h)renu*.

Therefore we see that in the recent prehistory of Irish one significant contributor to these presents has been the action of MacNeill’s law on nasal finals.

\footnote{On this last point see my article on *barna braid*, *Celtica* 11 (1976) 68–75.}

\footnote{For the development of a similar sequence and configuration see *Ériu* 24 (1973) 160–62, and for my analysis of the IE dialectology of the nasal present formation of *gulh*- see the most recent issue of the *Annual of Armenian Linguistics*.}

\footnote{Marstrander, 13; Sjoestedt, 36; Thurneysen, 387 § 552.}

\footnote{Marstrander, 42–3; Thurneysen, 437 § 704.}
the colouring of laryngeals in ‘9th class’ nasal presents by distinguishing through the surface root vocalism *-n(e)H₂- or *-neH₂- (class B IV) from *-neH₃- (class B V). This distinction must also be the motivation for the residual difference which we see in British participles and nominalizations glimpsed through Welsh crin < *kri-no- from apparent *krŋna-, but sarn ‘pavement, strāla’ < *strn- (taken from the present stem) and ystrad ‘valley’ < *strato- < apparent *strato- = strH₂to-. Old Irish class B V is thus seen to be a mixed collection of the residues of -nu- presents (do-lin ‘flows’: Welsh llanw ‘tidal flow’, ro-cluinethar ‘hears’, and, probably attracted by the last, ad-gnin ‘knows’) of -neH₂- (ara-chrin) and of the 6th class (ro-finnadar ‘finds out’: Skt. vi-n-d-ḍti).

Now that we understand the background of ara-chrin, we see that we are justified in carrying our reconstruction of sennid one step farther: To account for the entry of this verb into class B I it seems most likely that its early form was *su(e)n-n-H₂-; if it had terminated in H₂ it is likely that it would have found its place in class B IV, and if it had been originally thematic it might have vocalised like marnaid ‘betray’s and at-bail ‘dies’. Hence another source of our subclass is a -n(e)H₂- present of a nasal root.

(3) There can be no doubt that ro-geinn inherits an inherent nasal in its root; that is shown clearly by xtyoŋwə, the perfect to γ西医άνω. Therefore Lat. praea beside praehendo and the Albanian preterite qiela (unless from a zero-grade *g(h)nd-) beside the present qiindem ‘je me trouve’ must be regarded as secondary formations. The root here is *ghend-; this is presumably what Thurneysen means (353) by ‘a primary form ηδν-’.

Sjøestedt (15), while comparing Old Church Slavic gleđěti, declares that ·geinn ‘examine, look’ has a nasal infix, while Marstrander (32), who compares gleđa-ti but also adduces the substantive gleš, includes this in his group with inherent nasal. Marstrander is certainly right, on the available evidence. I have enlarged upon this argument also from the Welsh side in my note on dichlyn ‘choose, investigate’.46

The root of ·geinn (: OCS grędŋ Lat. gradior) is less easy – Sjøestedt (15) opts for the infix solution, noting that Slavic has generalized the nasal. Marstrander (32), noting the Slavic infinitive gręsti in addition to the Ir. grés, correctly concludes that this root must have an inherent nasal within Irish. Yet he also offers valuable evidence (33) from Munster dialect which points to the earlier IE situation indicated by the Latin and Avestan cognates. Whatever the exact IE situation, it is clear that at least an alternate persisted in Irish with an inherent nasal; an underlying Irish grend- is therefore required.


46 BBCS 25 (1972) 138.
Finally, Marstrander adds to the dossier (32) Mid. Ir. *scennd* 'jumps', which probably belongs with these even though we do not have it attested early enough to tell whether it was originally *-nn- or *-nd- in Old Irish. This is to be paired with Lat. *scanḍō*, with a stable n.

For such of the above as Marstrander discusses he concludes (32), correctly in my opinion, that the roots all terminate in inherent nasal + dental. On this point Sjoestedt’s analysis was a step backward. Then Sjoestedt suggested (15–16) that the *-nn- resulted normally from simple *-nd- in atonic position, and with no nasal extension. But Marstrander had already disposed of that (32) by pointing to ro-finmadar, which never moves to atonic position, i.e. protolonic syntax; Sjoestedt was instead obliged (17) to explain the consonantism of *-nn- as analogical. Moreover, we now have an important accretion to the argument in the form of ro-geinn.

Sjoestedt seems also to draw (15) either from Marstrander’s argument or from a compounding of that with her own insistence on seeing infixes in these stems, the objection that an otiose double affixation is being imposed by assuming that these clusters require a final *-n-*. That was not Marstrander’s theory, and it seems to me that he was perfectly correct in this respect. In sum, I draw the generalization: this third subclass which we have been discussing comprises roots with inherent nasal + obstruent which have been extended by a nasal suffix. I now reverse this to form the following hypothesis: the way to form a nasal present in Proto-Celtic from such roots was to add such a nasal suffix; i.e. there was no room internally in such roots for a distinctive infix.

If the hypothesis just framed is correct, it is now possible to reduce somewhat the ambiguity which I pointed to in the analysis of OIr. *fenn-aid* ‘lays’. Of all the possibilities there mentioned it seems that *fenn-aid* can be only a denominative from a nominalization in *-no- of the roots *-ues* ‘kleiden’ or 1. *uesh* ‘kleiden’. It is time now to return to *srennim*. After the above survey of the formation rules of class B I verbs in *-nn- we are in a position both to clarify the nature of this root and to make the firmer argument which we have just been reviewing. I have already criticized Sjoestedt for her loose use of Wurzelterweiterungen; but in the case of *srenn- and its alleged cognates she permits herself no less than *s(t)rek-*, *s(t)rekh-*, *s(t)red-*, *s(t)ret-, and *strew-. Part of the error here is actually the attempt to include also the etymon of ‘sneeze’, Welsh *ystrew, Lat. *strew* etc.: Welsh also has the form *trew* *trewt*. These cannot be related to our root, since Welsh (and Cornish and Breton) shows clearly that *sr- > *ffr- while *strew- > (y)strew-. Instead, we may see a contamination of the

---

48 For the [then] latest discussion of these see J. E. Caerwyn Williams, *BBCS* 14 (1972) 54–6.
root which produced *ffroen by this root for 'sneeze' (perhaps *psreu-49
the result being the competing etymon seen in Welsh *trwyn, OCom.
*tren. Sjoestedt's permissive reconstruction loses the ability to explain
the genesis of both *ffroen and *trwyn existing side by side. Moreover, it
is only by this manipulation of root extensions that Sjoestedt is able to
postulate the basis for a nasal infix in *srenn-.

Marstrander, who did not consider this root in his work, states (32)
that roots in *ng never take an additional extension/affix in -n-. So far
as his material reached that was true, and therefore he was driven to
a more sensitive argument to show that the -nn- cluster did not result
from simple unstressed *nd. But now in light of our present root we
may state explicitly that the result of *ng(h)n- was also -nn-, and that
velar finals could indeed take the nasal suffix. Thus *srenn- has great
confirmatory value for Irish grammar.

Furthermore, on the basis of the generalization reached above we may
now assert that because of its class membership in the Old Irish verb
system *srenn- can be derived consistently not from a nasal infix but
only from a segmentation *sren(g(h))-n-e/o-. The IE root was therefore
*srengh-.

This result means that the Celtic reflexes of proximate *sng- result
from a productive reanalysis of stems as if they were nasally infixed.
It is noteworthy that this happened within Celtic, where nasal infixes
were still very much alive and the derivatives of this root were obviously
numerous.

We may finally return to *sr̥kʰʰɑ́nɪká < *sr̥ŋɑ́hɑ́nɪká, for which I
think we can now give a clear analysis. It is easy to segment in this
word for 'mucus' a suffix of appurtenance *sr̥ŋɑ́hɑ́n-uká < *sr̥ŋkhon-uká
'of the nose, pertaining to the nose or nostril'. The formation of the
first element is now seen to agree perfectly (but for the ablaut) with the
Armenian *rngun'-k < *sr̥ŋkh-on-. Moreover, we may now understand
OIr. sən, Welsh *ffroen < *səng(h)-nā as a thematized derivative of
this n-stem, either with dissimilation of the nasals or - more likely -
refashioned on the model of the newly extracted Celtic *sng-, which has
just been explained above. From these three dialects in the far East
and West and in the Caucasus we recover an IE lexeme *sr̥n(ə)ŋh-on-
'nostril' or 'snout', vel sim.

49Note in reprinting: in BBCS 30 (1983) 292, I repeated this with *psreu-
>*sreu-, (Irish sreod, i.e. sre̠d < *sreu-etc- and *pseu- (>teu); but in Revue des
tudes arméniennes 17 (1983) 5 (too late for BBCS 30) I showed that Arm. *p̥r̥n̥k̥m
etc. must point to *sp̥r̥-etc- on Greek πτέρναι see also Annual of Armenian Lin-
guistics 6 (1983) 51. The most likely reconstruction must therefore now be seen as
*sp̥r̥- (> *streu-) = *pseu-, explained most simply with 's-mobile'.
Postscript 1991

In *sr(o)ngh-on- we may probably now, along lines of Brémécio and OIr. *gobae, see an ancient agentive formation on the base of *sennid, *snore-r, snort-er'.

Because I do not see the likelihood that I shall soon have the time to develop, in more detail, for publication an analysis which I worked out about fifteen years ago and sent in abstract form to a symposium in Poland, which I was subsequently not able to attend, I now present that abstract here for what it is worth, as a pendant to the above paper.

FROM PHONETIC CHANGE TO NEW FORM CLASSES

My object is to set forth at some length the growth of some intricate distinctions of form class (verb morphology), together with incipient semantic distinctions, by the simple divergence of what began as a conditioned phonetic variation in the selfsame single inflexional structure. The structure whose history will be traced is that of the Indo-European nasal-present (in particular, a late dialectal version thereof) to the descendent formations seen in Celtic and especially in Old Irish. My account will not conform to any current standard theory, and this in two respects: certain of the Celtic classes have not to date been recognized as having the background which I attribute to them (*sennaid = sarnu, tlenaid; sennud; do-eprinn; ara-chrin; do-lin; al-baill; gleinn, ro-gleinn, sennid; gallu); it does not seem to have been noticed that the allocation of these roots to morphological classes has been made solely on the basis of the identity of the specific sounds which found themselves in sequence. In this double respect, my exposition is intended to serve also as a substantive contribution to the history of IE nasal-presents and of Celtic verb classes. It will be clear that I owe much to the ground-breaking monographs of M.-L. Sjøestedt and, even more, of Marstrander; but it will be equally plain that I diverge in important respects, and entirely in the main principle and point of my analysis.

I summarize below in tabular form the classes which I discriminate, with examples sufficient to indicate the crucial situations and the reconstructive argument which I employ. The main stages of reconstruction are given to show the essential changes which must have taken place to preserve the identity of the root and the observed individuality of the paradigm. The membership in Thurneysen's verb classes is indicated to link these sets with traditional analyses; to set forth the object of the present discussion these sets are then subdivided and regrouped on the basis of the reconstructions.

B IV (Forms in the first column are Old Irish unless otherwise specified)

| 1. CRENAED  | $<^{*}KW$RINATI | - | $<^{*}KW$R-NB-H₂- |
| W. pyrnu, Corn. preme | (CRENAED) W. SARNU | STARNATI | - | STR-NB-H₂- |
| : (Lat. stern) AB. stāriŋj, Skt. sārakāti, Av. starakāti | *-glen (by MacNeill’s law) | GLINAT | $<^{*}$GALLAT | Č”HL-NB-H- |
| TLENAD | TLENATI | TALLATI | TL-NB-H₂- |

| 2. DÒ-SFRNN ‘bubbles forth’ | -SFRNN | (BARN(B)U-) | BHR-NB-U- |
| : (Lat. stern) AB. stāriŋj, Skt. sārakāti, Av. starakāti | 3sg. hell gyl, Bret. guell : Lith. galū gālūne | | |
| DÒ-LIN ‘flows’ | LIN- | {LANV- < PL-NB-} | < PL-NB-H₂- |
| W. LLANW | LL- | {ALLU- < CL(B)-} | < (P)L-NB-U- |
| : pf. siṃči, stārācči | cf. stāriŋj, skācči | | |
| 5. GLUNETHAR | KLIN- | KALL(B)U- | KL-NB-U- |
| 6. RO-FINNADAR | ÛN-DNE- (cf. 8) | ÛL-N-D-Ú- |

B V

| 4. ARACHRIN | -KRENČT | KARNČT | KR-NB-H₂- |
| : črin < krenč- | W. GALLU, G. GALLE | | |
| 3sg. hell gyl, Bret. guell : Lith. galū gālūne | | | |
| DÒ-LIN ‘flows’ | LIN- | {LANV- < PL-NB-} | < PL-NB-H₂- |
| W. LLANW | LL- | {ALLU- < CL(B)-} | < (P)L-NB-U- |
| 6. RO-FINNADAR | ÛN-DNE- (cf. 8) | ÛL-N-D-Ú- |

B I

| 7. MARNAID-MAIRN | MARNETI | - | MR-Ne/o- |
| AT-BAIL | -BAILT | - | Č”L-Ne/o- |
| W. aball ‘destruction’ | | | |
| W. cryn(u) | KRNET | - | KR-L-NE/o- |
| : OBret. crihō, crit [W. cryd] ‘tremble’ | | | |
| 8. GLEBN ‘examine’ | -GLEBNET | GLENDNET | GLENĐ-Ne/o- |
| W. díchlyn : Slav. glēděti | GLESNET | GHNENT | GHND-Ne/o- |
| RO-GBNN | GBBNET | GBNET | GBNE-Ne/o- |
| 9. LÉICID ‘leaves’ (This type requires a discussion apart) | SRENNETI | SRENGBNENTI | SRENŽNE-Ne/o- |
| 10. BONGE, CON-BONGE | -BONGET(I) | -BONGET(1) | *BHG-N-G-e/o- |
| verbal noun COMBACH | POLGËNT | LONGET | LO-N-GH-e/o- |
| W. go(ν) ‘cover’ | TOGNET | TOG-Ne/e/o- |
| Corn. TB, TΣg. TCF | TOGTI | TOG-Ne/e/o- |
| FOR-DING ‘oppresses’, | DINGET | DINGET | DHL-N-G-e/o- |
| : W. go(ν) ‘oppression’, go(ν) in Tcf, Lat. figó | DINGET | DINGET | DHL-N-GH-e/o- |
| Č”L-Ne/o- | | | |
| DHL-N-NE/o- | | | |

(Nota the disambiguation of the two last by means of preverbs.)
We are now in a position to summarize the characteristics of the above tabulation. A careful inspection of the numbered classes (as opposed to the classes of Thurneysen) reveals the following correlations: (R = liquid; H = laryngeal; D = voiced obstruent; N = nasal infixed element; the fate of the voiceless obstruents in these circumstances requires a special excursus.)

1. *R + N + Hs (more exactly *R(i), at least here)
2. n + n + Hs
3. r + N + u
4. l + N + u
5. o/∅ + N + D
6. ø + N + D
7. R(i) + N (thematic)
8. nD + N (thematic)

It is clear that there were just two rules, both phonologically conditioned, in the stage from which all these formations were derived: (a) if the root terminated in R(i) or contained medial n, N was affixed as a thematic suffix; (b) otherwise N was infixed before the final segment of the root. Of all these classes, the only one whose state was not originally predictable solely on a phonological basis was 6 (i.e. the Sanskrit 6th class). A subsidiary rule was necessary for the vocalism of 10.

The fragmentation into the multiple and revocalized Celtic classes, and the observed Old Irish debris, is simply the result of conditioned phonetic change.
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